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The artistic languages of the SIG participants speak to you
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Where are you now?

Where do you want to be?
What are things like now!

Teacher Preparation & Professional Development

Hope/Future/Possibilities

Joyful/Believers/Together - on the right path

Thursday, 2 August 12
What are things like now!

Policy

Pulling in different directions - a way of moving forward
Persistence and resistance

Light at the end of the tunnel

Pulling in different directions
Phoenix rising

Hear no drama
Speak no drama
See no drama

Resistance to what is new

Subversive drama teachers even though it is not in the policy

Lack of government will for drama

A feeling of hopelessness a teacher

Thursday, 2 August 12
What are things like now!

Drama
Teaching

Confidence and mutual support

Seeking freedom

Discovering the new world - Columbus

Thursday, 2 August 12
Goals for the future of drama/theatre teacher education

Strength in togetherness

Struggling together

Unification

Skills for drama teachers

Drama in the syllabus

Drama to be better recognised in schools

Socialisation

Teacher Preparation & Professional Development

Thursday, 2 August 12
Goals for the future of drama/theatre teacher education

- Teachers well prepared
- Not found in policy now

Gradually opening and moving from negative to positive

Moving from disappointment to hope - one small step things don't change overnight

Policy
Goals for the future of drama/theatre teacher education

changing from one image to another

Linking arms

Pulling together
Goals for the future of drama/theatre teacher education

Shoulder to shoulder together
Gaining support from others
Solidarity and co-operation
Rising up together

One for all and all for one.

Drama Teaching
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Our gift for the next Drama/Theatre Teacher Education Special Interest Group at the next IDEA Congress

Gifts to the Future

Thursday, 2 August 12
Thank you for your participation

Obrigado a todos pela sua participação